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VQ Launch Monty the Modern Classic 
British audio brand VQ launch the Monty DAB Digital Radio and Bluetooth speaker to 

herald an exciting new design direction with true modern sound & style 
 

 

   

May 31st 2017 – Award winning British audio brand VQ are pleased to announce the launch of 

Monty, a DAB Digital Radio and Bluetooth speaker, featuring a bold new modern design style with 

real wood Oak and Walnut finishes. 

 

As has come to be expected from VQ, Monty is a comprehensively connected device with DAB, DAB+ 

and FM radio reception, letting you listen to your favourite stations on digital or analogue. Bluetooth 

of course comes as standard, VQ as a manufacturer have never charged a premium for Bluetooth 

and it’s included in all their models. The ability to supplement live radio with on-demand content be 

it; music streaming service, podcasts or audiobooks is just a natural expectation for consumers these 

days and VQ aren’t a brand that under deliver. 

 

Monty certainly isn’t a case of style over substance, VQ have taken some truly innovative steps to 

ensure this radio is one of their best sounding, ever. The full range ultra-wide 10 watt single speaker 

is powerful enough to provide a room filling experience but it’s not simple brute force. Monty 

features a unique piece of technology, analogue sound processing (ASP), developed by VQ this 
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intelligent piece of software automatically adjusts the bass and treble of music or speech to give the 

very best possible audio experience.  

 

The key to the ASP technology is the use of an analogue system as opposed to digital sound 

processing which is more common in this application. Analogue sound technology produces a 

naturally warmer, richer acoustic experience but crucially removes any opportunity for interference 

with Digital Radio signals. This means Monty features premium acoustics and uncompromised 

DAB/DAB+ Digital Radio Reception. VQ understand that sound is subjective though, so a full function 

equaliser is included with a range of presets and the MyEQ function to tailor bass & treble to 

personal tastes. 

 

Further acoustic advantages are gained from the real wood case, in a choice of Oak or Walnut, this 

particular piece of design also has obvious aesthetic benefits too. The use of organic materials and 

clean lines are a nod to modern Scandinavian design. In fact when it comes to aesthetics and design, 

attention is paid from head to toe on Monty, real cork feet are a beautiful touch but also reduce 

vibration when listening at higher volumes. 

 

An ideal choice for the kitchen, bedroom or lounge Monty would complement country kitchen style 

with exposed real wood surfaces or the style of more ardent modernists with an eye for the 

minimalist approach, of course not forgetting a perfect pairing with furniture from the world’s 

favourite Swedish store. 

 

Monty is more than just a radio and Bluetooth speaker with a range of other features to make you 

wonder how you ever lived without it. For those planning to use Monty in the bedroom the dual 

alarms with settings for week days or weekends will be invaluable especially with the adjustable 

snooze and sleep timers. As with all VQ radios Monty also features a USB charge port so you can 

power-up your phone or tablet. Last but by no means least, Monty is perfectly portable with an 

optional lithium-ion rechargeable battery pack available to purchase. 

 

Monty is being launched exclusively in the UK with Currys | PC World online and in-store from July, 

and is also available now from MyVQ.com priced at just £99.99. 
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Price & Availability 
Monty – DAB/DAB+ Digital Radio & Bluetooth Speaker - £99.99 
Monty – Rechargeable Battery - £19.99 
 
Monty in Oak and Walnut will launch exclusively in Currys | PC World in July and is available direct 
from www.MyVQ.com.  
 

  
Monty | Real Oak Wood Finish Monty | Real Walnut Wood Finish 

 
 
Monty | Key Features 
 

 DAB & DAB+ Digital Radio  

 FM Radio 

 Bluetooth 

 10 Watt Full Range Ultra-Wide Speaker 

 Analogue Sound Processing Technology 

 MyEQ with Presets and Independent Bass & Treble Control 

 Dual Alarm Clock with Week/Weekend Settings 

 Sleep Timer & Kitchen Timer 

 USB Charging Port for Phone/Tablet 

 Mains Power or Optional Rechargeable Battery 

 Real Wood Case with Oak or Walnut options 

 Three Year Warranty 

 Designed and Engineered in the UK 
 
About VQ 
VQ is an independently owned British audio brand, born out of a desire to create products that 
perfectly combine Sound & Style. The multi-award winning product range is all designed and 
engineered at their UK headquarters. 

 
Colour and design detail is an essential part of the VQ identity, for far too long black and silver boxes 
have been the de facto choice for consumer electronics – but VQ see their radios as an essential part 
of interior décor. A feast of the eyes as well as the ears. 
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Learn more:- www.MyVQ.com or request a Brochure 
 
Press Contact 
James Royston 
Marketing Director | VQ 
jroyston@newdawninnovations.co.uk 
Tel:- 01420 592 499 
 
*Full Photography & Review Samples Available on Request* 
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